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The redistribution of species caused by climate change repre-
sents one of the greatest threats this century to biodiversity, 
affecting ecosystem functioning and human wellbeing1. Solar 

radiation management by the deliberate injection of aerosols into 
the stratosphere (hereafter ‘geoengineering’) could temporarily 
offset radiative forcing from greenhouse gases by reflecting sun-
light back to space, cooling the Earth2–5. While geoengineering has 
never been tested outdoors, large volcanic eruptions provide evi-
dence that increased stratospheric aerosols would cool the planet6. 
With greenhouse gas emissions trajectories making it unlikely that 
global warming will remain below 2 °C7, geoengineering is receiving 
increased research and policy attention as a tool to limit anthropo-
genic climate change and buy time for additional climate mitigation 
and adaptation efforts2–4,8. The technical capacity to execute sulphur 
aerosol injection is relatively advanced compared to other climate 
engineering schemes4,9, the estimated direct economic costs are 
low3,4 and decisions on the governance of geoengineering are already 
being made8. However, the indirect costs of geoengineering are not 
well known. In particular, the biodiversity and ecosystem impacts 
of geoengineering are almost completely unexplored5,10,11. Given the 
recent increased attention on geoengineering, it is essential to evalu-
ate the technology’s potential ecological impacts to enable informed 
policymaking to reduce environmental risks from climate change3.

Geoengineering could be implemented and terminated either 
gradually or rapidly. Here we have chosen to investigate a sce-
nario with both rapid implementation and termination to explore 
the upper bound of the exposure of biodiversity to climate change 
impacts at either end of a geoengineering deployment. Rapid imple-
mentation is plausible, as one or a small number of nations could 

take action given the current lack of regulatory constraints12,13. 
Rapid termination is also feasible given the weakness of the global 
climate regulatory regime8,12,13. Interstate conflict could cause geo-
engineering to fail, and unintended negative consequences or 
regionally severe climate events such as extreme droughts could 
force rapid termination, even if direct attribution of these events 
to geoengineering could not be demonstrated3,8,13,14. Scholars of cli-
mate politics and policy have noted that the challenge of sustain-
ing the climate-change-offsetting effects of geoengineering and the 
risks of termination are a serious concern regarding the deployment 
of geoengineering8,12–14 (but see ref. 15). Furthermore, the concomi-
tant rapid climate changes16 (Fig. 1) represent potentially the most 
significant and yet also unexplored consequences for biodiversity 
and ecosystems from geoengineering5.

As climate changes, the appropriate conditions necessary for the 
persistence of a species move across the Earth, driving species' geo-
graphic range movements in response to climate change17,18. Indeed, 
species that fail to track moving climates may go extinct, despite 
suitable climate conditions being present elsewhere19,20. To this end, 
climate velocities—the rate of climate change through time divided 
by the rate across space21,22—quantify the speeds and directions of 
shifting climates and have predicted range movements for a wide 
variety of marine and terrestrial species17,18. Climate velocities thus 
provide a more biologically relevant metric of exposure to climate 
change than traditional macroclimatic anomalies, and can identify 
regions where species are threatened by being unable to move fast 
enough to track moving climates21,23,24.

We used a 1° latitude–longitude grid to compare climate 
velocities for the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project 
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(GeoMIP) G4 scenario25 to representative concentration pathway 4.5 
(RCP4.5)26, an intermediate emissions climate change scenario 
without geoengineering. We also compared G4 geoengineering to 
historical climate data (1960–2014). In G4, geoengineering begins 
in 2020 with an injection of 5 Tg SO2—equivalent to a quarter of the 
1991 Pinatubo Mountain volcanic eruption—into the stratosphere 
at the Equator, which is then continued annually until being termi-
nated abruptly in 2070. This results in approximately equal sulphur 
injections to the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. We selected 
the G4 scenario because it posits that geoengineering is used only to 
partially offset increases in radiative forcing from RCP4.5, in which 
CO2 emissions peak around 2040, making it both more credible and 
conservative than other GeoMIP scenarios25.

Results and discussion
Global cooling from rapid geoengineering implementation  
(Fig. 1a,b) results in temperature velocity vectors with the oppo-
site direction to warming (that is, negative velocities) that have 
especially high speeds in polar regions and the Indo-Pacific Ocean  
(Fig. 2a). In contrast, the Amazon Basin, eastern Pacific, Alaska 
and the Weddell Sea have high positive temperature velocities from 
warming, in agreement with known patterns of increased prob-
ability of El Niño following large volcanic eruptions27,28. For the  

many species already closely tracking positive climate velocities 
for recent warming17,18 (Fig. 2c), the rapid switch from positive to 
negative velocities with geoengineering implementation would be 
expected to halt or even reverse climate-driven range shifts. In con-
trast, where species-range shifts have lagged past climate warming, 
the impact of large negative temperature velocities associated with 
cooling would be reduced and could be beneficial29. However, the 
strong decadal-scale climate variability from rapid implementa-
tion (Fig. 1) would lead to repeated switching of the climate signal 
(warming–cooling–warming), and such variability is known from 
stochastic population biology theory to negatively affect population 
persistence30, increasing the risk of local extinctions.

Sudden termination of geoengineering causes extremely rapid 
temperature velocities (Fig. 2b) with the predicted median veloc-
ity on land (10.4 km yr−1) more than four times greater, and the 
median ocean velocity (12.8 km yr–1) more than six  times greater 
than recent climate change (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Table 1). 
Temperature velocities at termination also far exceed those pre-
dicted for future climate change without geoengineering (Fig. 2d). 
Compared to RCP4.5, the predicted median increase in the migra-
tion speed required for species to track moving temperatures is 
8.0 km yr−1 in the ocean and 6.4 km yr−1 on land, which represent 
2.7- and 2.8-fold increases, respectively. The most rapid velocities 
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Fig. 1 | Global mean temperature and precipitation for the Geoengineering Model intercomparison G4 scenario (solar geoengineering) and RCP4.5. 
a, Surface air temperature. b, Sea surface temperature. c, Daily precipitation on land. d, Daily precipitation over the ocean. Lines show the multi-model 
average across four climate models, each with three ensemble members. Bold lines show the climate response for the ten-year periods following sudden 
geoengineering implementation and termination. Shaded areas show one standard deviation above and below the multi-model average of the 12  
ensemble members.
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occur where temperature changes are high and spatial gradients in 
temperature are low. Temperature velocities at termination are most 
extreme in tropical oceans, the biodiversity-rich Amazon Basin, 
Africa, Eurasia and polar regions.

At the global scale, the differences between geoengineering and 
RCP4.5 are less for precipitation than for temperature (Fig. 1). This 
is partly because, compared to temperature, precipitation velocities 
show much stronger differences among regions in their response 
(positive or negative) to each phase of geoengineering (Fig. 2e,f and 
Supplementary Fig. 1). Given these strong regional differences, the 
predicted median velocity of precipitation on land for implemen-
tation is –0.5 km yr–1, indicative of the relatively weak global dry-
ing trend. Precipitation velocities for termination show a reversed 

pattern to implementation, and are only weakly correlated with 
temperature velocities for termination (r =  0.09). Sudden imple-
mentation reduces precipitation with high negative velocities in the 
Amazon, northern Europe and Asia, Australia and southeast Africa 
(Fig. 2h). This El Niño-like drying and warming would be likely to 
increase the incidence and intensity of pan-tropical forest fires (as in 
true El Niños), increasing CO2 emissions and decreasing air quality, 
with negative impacts on public health and biodiversity31,32.

Temporal trends in temperature and precipitation over ten-year 
periods, and the resulting velocities of climate change, are more 
variable than for longer time periods. This is because ten-year 
trends are more strongly influenced by sub-decadal temperature 
fluctuations and the phase of phenomena such as the El Niño/
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Southern Oscillation. Therefore, we tested whether climate veloci-
ties for the ten-year periods following implementation (2020–2029) 
and termination (2070–2079) of geoengineering are predicted to 
exceed climate velocities for all ten-year intervals in both the histor-
ical record and in RCP4.5 climate forecasts. The median for global 
ocean temperature velocity for both implementation and termina-
tion is predicted to exceed the most extreme temperature veloci-
ties for all ten-year intervals in the recent historical record (Fig. 3a). 
Furthermore, the probability of predicted ten-year ocean tempera-
ture velocities for RCP4.5 being below the median for termination 
is high (0.95). Similarly, for temperature velocities on land, median 
velocity projections for both implementation and termination are 

more extreme than in the historical record (Fig. 3b). The probability 
of predicted RCP4.5 velocities being less than the median for termi-
nation is 0.90. In all cases for temperature, the extremes of global 
temperature velocity projections for implementation and termina-
tion are at least 10 km yr–1 greater than RCP4.5 on the same ten-year 
timescales. In contrast, differences between global estimates of pre-
cipitation velocity for geoengineering and for ten-year windows for 
either historical data or RCP4.5 forecasts are much less pronounced 
(Fig. 3c), which is indicative of greater variability in the precipita-
tion response to geoengineering (Figs. 1 and 2).

The average of the speed component of temperature and precipi-
tation velocity (that is, climate displacement) is predicted to be faster 
for geoengineering termination than for RCP4.5 for more than 90% 
of the land and ocean. Thus, to better identify regions most affected 
by sudden termination when compared to climate change with no 
geoengineering, we mapped climate displacement for termination 
against RCP4.5 (Fig. 4a). Tropical ocean regions and the Arctic 
are predicted to have high climate displacement under both sce-
narios. However, compared to RCP4.5, an additional 32% of Earth’s 
surface is predicted to be exposed to high climate displacement  
(> 10 km yr–1) from sudden termination (red regions in Fig. 4a), 
notably subtropical and northern temperate oceans, and much of 
North America, Africa and Eurasia. These regions are expected to 
face the most significant increases in local extinction risk from sud-
den termination as species fail to track faster moving climates.

Distinctive ecological assemblages or biomes are often associated 
with particular combinations of temperature and precipitation33,34. 
Understanding where sudden termination is predicted to cause 
both large and spatially divergent temperature and precipitation 
velocities (climate fragmentation) is therefore useful for assessing 
impacts on ecological communities. At the biome scale, temperature 
velocities for termination are highest in tundra, boreal forests, tem-
perate grasslands and tropical biomes (medians > 10 km yr−1), and 
lowest in montane-associated biomes, owing to topographic effects 
(Supplementary Fig. 3). At termination, 29% of the land surface 
has temperature and precipitation velocity vectors that diverge by 
 > 90° and more than double in speed compared to RCP4.5 (Fig. 4b).  
Temperate grasslands, temperate forests and Mediterranean-type 
biomes are most exposed to this increased speed of climate frag-
mentation (Supplementary Table 2). In these regions, a more rapid 
divergence in temperature and precipitation conditions could 
increase local extinction probabilities as species climate niches frag-
ment35, and accelerate changes in biome boundaries and ecosystem 
function by driving the rapid disassembly of ecological communi-
ties as temperature- and precipitation-dependent species are forced 
rapidly in different directions to track climate change36.

Most of Earth’s biodiversity resides in the tropics (Fig. 5a). Rapid 
geoengineering implementation drives large negative temperature 
velocities for tropical marine biodiversity hotspots (Fig. 5c), poten-
tially reversing range shifts and providing relief to heat-stressed 
taxa such as corals29. On land, implementation drives negative pre-
cipitation velocities (Fig. 5b) and reduces temperature velocities to 
close to zero for biodiversity hotspots, mitigating warming-induced 
range movements (Fig. 5d). In contrast, as geoengineering contin-
ues, temperature velocities for G4 are similar to RCP4.5 (Fig. 5c,d 
and Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5) even as temperature increases are 
offset (Fig. 1). For tropical species with narrow thermal tolerances, 
even relatively small amounts of warming threaten species sur-
vival35. Thus, for G4 levels of solar radiation management with CO2 
emissions at the same rate as RCP4.5, the offset in climate-induced 
migration would be short-lived (decades), after which dispersal 
rates to keep pace with climate change are predicted to be similar 
for G4 and RCP4.5.

Across terrestrial and marine biodiversity hotspots, sudden ter-
mination results in extreme temperature velocities that are 2–4 times 
faster than those for either historical data or future climate change 
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without geoengineering, and are highest in tropical marine envi-
ronments (medians > 38 km yr−1; Fig. 5c,d and Supplementary  
Table 1). High temperature velocities in tropical regions may result 
from smaller temperature increases at termination than for high 
latitudes, being divided by shallower spatial gradients in tempera-
ture (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Figs. 2,6). Thus, the effect of high 
temperature velocities on biodiversity could be partly mitigated 
if many species are far from their upper thermal limits. However, 
tropical species generally have narrower thermal tolerances than 
their temperate counterparts and are often near or above optimal 
temperatures, making climate tracking more important for their 
survival37–39. Extreme climate velocities from geoengineering termi-
nation thus represent a potentially acute threat to species survival in 
the most biodiverse regions on Earth.

Mean estimates of species-range movements in response to 
recent warming for arthropods, birds, fish, reptiles and mammals 
(1.7 km yr−1)18 are 4–7 times slower than predicted temperature 
velocities from sudden termination. Furthermore, in a broad sam-
ple of mammals, the median temperature velocity from termina-
tion in mammal biodiversity hotspots (9.8 km yr−1) is faster than the 
median dispersal rate for 93% of species and faster than the maxi-
mum dispersal rate for a majority of species19 (Supplementary Fig. 
7). Given that mammals have relatively high dispersal ability, this 
result suggests that less dispersive taxa may be even more at risk 
of extinction. Indeed, the association of regions of low endemism 
with high climate velocity since the Last Glacial Maximum has been 
shown to be strongest for poorly dispersing amphibian taxa, indica-
tive of increased extinctions when poorly dispersing species fail to 

track climate change23. Thus, while differences in climate velocity 
between terrestrial hotspots for some taxa are small, that amphib-
ian biodiversity hotspots have the highest temperature velocities 
from sudden termination suggests that increased extinction risks 
would be especially severe for this group (Fig. 5c). Further work is 
needed to link climate velocities with species-specific dispersal rates 
and future dispersal cost pathways to obtain more detailed estimates 
of possible extinctions, in order to improve forecasts of the conse-
quences of geoengineering for biodiversity.

We assessed biodiversity impacts using the G4 geoengineering 
scenario. However, our results are informative for any sudden geo-
engineering implementation or termination. The amplitude of the 
climate response depends on the imbalance between climate forc-
ing from increased greenhouse gases and the geoengineering forc-
ing implemented25. The size of the climate shocks described here 
could occur earlier or be even greater if we choose to continue busi-
ness-as-usual CO2 emissions, better represented by the more severe 
RCP8.5 scenario, or if a larger SO2 injection was employed.

Given current emissions trajectories, it would be irresponsible 
not to study the potential benefits and costs of proposed climate 
engineering3,5,8,10. Aggressive emissions cuts remain the most robust 
way to reduce biodiversity impacts from climate change. However, 
as society considers geoengineering to reduce climate impacts, the 
results presented here call for continued research into the ecologi-
cal consequences of geoengineering and extreme caution in the 
development of policy and governance mechanisms that miti-
gate the ecological risks of rapid geoengineering implementation  
and termination.
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Methods
Climate observations and simulations. We used projections of near-surface air 
temperature, sea surface temperature and precipitation from four climate models 
(Supplementary Table 3) developed for GeoMIP, each of which included RCP4.5 
forcing for 2006–2100 and for G4 experiments. Some earlier geoengineering 
experiments used unreasonable global warming forcing or merely turned down 
the solar constant. Instead, the G4 scenario of GeoMIP followed two previous 
climate models40,41 and simulated the more ‘realistic’ creation of a stratospheric 
aerosol layer. The G4 scenario posited that, beginning in 2020, the same increased 
radiative forcing as for the RCP4.5 scenario is partially offset by a constant negative 
forcing from a stratospheric aerosol cloud produced by an annual injection of 5 Tg 
SO2 into the lower stratosphere over the Equator. After 50 years of geoengineering, 
the G4 experiments terminate this sulphate aerosol injection. The simulations 
are then continued from 2070 for at least a further 20 years, so that the post-
engineered rebound of the climate system could be assessed. The G4 scenario 
results in approximately equal sulphur injections to the Northern and Southern 
Hemispheres. Different scenarios that concentrate aerosols in a single hemisphere 
would result in different climate responses42.

We used all model results available for the RCP4.5 and G4 experiments 
from GeoMIP to avoid being dependent on any single climate model. Following 
standard practice in climate modelling, we used three ensemble members (that 
is, simulations beginning with slightly different initial conditions) from each of 
the four climate models to account for natural variability of the climate system, 
allowing evaluation of the extent to which the results are forced (controlled by the 
climate boundary conditions) or random.

Historical sea surface temperatures for the period 1960–2014 were obtained 
from the Hadley Centre HadISST v1.1 dataset as monthly 1° grids43. Historical 
precipitation and land surface temperature for the period 1960–2014 were obtained 
as 0.5° grids from the Climate Research Unit TS3.23 dataset44.

Global climate trends with geoengineering. To produce Fig. 1, we first performed 
a bias correction by adjusting each RCP4.5 and G4 simulation using the differences 
between the overall mean of RCP4.5 and the mean of RCP4.5 for each model. 
Second, we detrended the curves to calculate the standard deviation among 
the 12 ensemble members, three from each model. For the RCP4.5 curves, the 
upward trend was taken over the 70 years; for the G4 curves, we separated the 
curves into two segments to detrend, 50 years of geoengineering and 20 years after 
geoengineering. Standard deviations were calculated with respect to the detrended 
curves. Finally, we calculated the average of temperature or precipitation among 
the models, and added or subtracted one standard deviation (calculated with each 
ensemble member of each model) to get the upper and lower boundaries of the 
envelopes. This shows that at the global scale the geoengineering-induced climate 
responses are robust to differences among climate models and to the natural 
variability of the climate system (Fig. 1).

Climate velocity calculations. We separated G4 model outputs into the 
‘implementation’ period (the first 10 years of SO2 injection, 2020–2029); the 
‘continuation’ period (2030–2069); and the ‘termination’ period (the 10 years 
after sudden termination of SO2 injection, 2070–2079) (Fig. 1). Because it takes 
approximately two years following the beginning or end of SO2 injection to 
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precipitation. Boxplots show the median, first and third quartiles for climate velocity for each hotspot and climate scenario. Lines show minimum and 
maximum values. Box colour indicates the biodiversity hotspot. Box shading indicates specific climate scenarios (detailed at the bottom of the figure).
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produce either an equilibrium sulphate aerosol cloud or a clean stratosphere45, 
and because the upper ocean, which responds quickly to radiative forcing, has an 
approximately seven-year e-folding time for responding46, 10 years is a reasonable 
period to study the climate transitions. Moreover, implementation and termination 
are critical periods for which to calculate the speed and direction of shifting 
climate contours because 10 years of large and rapid climate change would provide 
very little opportunity for evolutionary responses as opposed to species migration 
to buffer the survival of many taxa.

We calculated climate velocities using a 1° latitude–longitude grid of 
temperature and precipitation, a spatial grain that enables global-scale inference 
while still capturing the influence of topography on climate velocity22. All analyses 
used mean annual temperature (°C) and total annual precipitation (mm). Climate 
velocities were calculated by dividing temporal trends in precipitation (mm yr−1; 
Supplementary Fig. 1) and temperature (°C yr−1; Supplementary Fig. 2) by the 
spatial gradients in their observed long-term averages (mm km−1 and °C km−1; 
Supplementary Fig. 7)21,22.

Spatial gradients in climate variables were calculated on a 1° grid using the 
long-term averages for mean annual temperature and annual precipitation over 
the historical data period 1960–2014. To better capture transitions from sea ice 
to ocean with climate warming, instead of removing months with sea ice from 
calculations of mean annual temperature for a grid cell, as has been done in 
previous studies11, in both climate model and historical data we set sea ice to 
–1.8 °C before calculating temporal trends or spatial gradients. To reduce the 
occurrence of flat spatial gradients that cause infinite velocities (following ref. 21) 
we added uniformly distributed random noise to the long-term average for every 
grid cell—distributed from –0.05 to 0.05 °C for temperature and 0.001 to 0.1 mm 
for precipitation—before calculating spatial gradients. We removed from our 
analyses isolated, individual grid cells such as small oceanic islands for which 
spatial gradients to neighbouring cells could not be calculated. The spatial gradient 
and direction (that is, the slope aspect) for each grid cell were calculated from a 
neighbourhood of 3 ×  3 grid cells following the convention that vectors point from 
high to low values for a climate variable. Therefore, vectors of climate velocity 
point in the same direction as the slope aspect of a climate variable when the 
temporal trend for that variable is increasing, but are opposite in direction when 
the temporal trend is negative. Divergence in temperature and precipitation was 
calculated as the angle between the temperature and precipitation velocity vectors36.

We calculated temporal trends for historical precipitation and temperature at 
0.5° resolution and then regridded to 1° by averaging across 2 ×  2 neighbourhoods. 
This was done to match the 1° spatial resolution for observed sea surface 
temperature, allowing for comparison of land and ocean climate velocities. 
All GeoMIP climate model data were regridded to a 1° grid using a bilinear 
interpolation method47 before calculating temporal trends and climate velocities.

Temporal trends in temperature and precipitation, and the resulting velocity 
of climate change, are much more variable over ten-year periods than over 
longer periods, mostly because the ten-year trends are strongly influenced by 
sub-decadal temperature fluctuations and the phase of phenomena such as the 
El Niño/Southern Oscillation. Thus, we tested whether the predicted effects of 
geoengineering implementation (2020–2029) and termination (2070–2079) 
on climate velocities exceeded natural and projected climate fluctuations on 
the same timescales by comparing the probability density functions for climate 
velocities for the ten-year implementation and termination periods with those for 
all ten-year intervals in historical data records and RCP4.5 climate forecasts. To 
do this, we used linear regression to calculate a temporal trend for temperature 
and precipitation for the ten years of implementation and termination, as well as 
every ten-year moving window interval in the longer G4 continuation, RCP4.5 
and historical data time periods (for example, RCP4.5 ten-year periods were: 
2020–2029, 2021–2030... 2069–2078, 2070–2079). We calculated these ten-year 
trends for each of the three ensemble members in each of the four GeoMIP 
models for RCP4.5 and G4, and for the single record of historical data. We divided 
each ten-year trend by the spatial gradient from the historical data to calculate a 
climate velocity for every ten-year interval. Thus, the resulting number of ten-year 
climate velocity estimates for each climate period was a multiple of the number of 
ensemble members, models and ten-year intervals: n = 12 for G4 implementation 
(2020–2029); n = 12 for G4 termination (2070–2079); n = 372 for G4 continuation 
(2030–2069); n = 612 for RCP4.5 (2020–2079); and n = 46 for historical data 
(1960–2014). We calculated a global median for each climate velocity estimate 
and estimated probability density functions of the global medians for each climate 
period using a Gaussian kernel density estimator in R. We used medians weighted 
by area for all global estimates of climate velocity to account for differences in area 
among 1° grid cells (smaller grid cells at high latitudes). For a given time period 
and scenario (for example, G4 termination 2070–2079 or RCP4.5 2020–2079), 
we mapped climate velocities as the grid cell averages of all constituent ten-year 
climate velocity estimates and mapped uncertainty as the standard deviation 
(Supplementary Figs. 8 and 9). These mapped averages were used for further 
biodiversity hotspot and biome analyses.

Climate velocities for RCP4.5 and the G4 continuation period were very 
similar, making the predicted differences in climate velocities as the climate shifts 
from G4 continuation to G4 termination very similar to the differences predicted 
between RCP4.5 and G4 termination (Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5).

Biodiversity hotspots and biome analyses. Marine and terrestrial biodiversity 
hotspots were defined as the top 10% most species-rich areas on Earth where a 
given taxon is found48, and were delimited for eight different terrestrial (reptiles, 
mammals, birds and amphibians) and marine (mangroves, mammals, fish and 
corals) taxonomic groups. We used expert-verified range maps49,50 to count the 
number of species with ranges that overlapped each cell in an equal-area grid with 
a resolution of 100 km. We rasterized species-range maps at a resolution of 0.25° 
to minimize the border effect, and then averaged to a 100 km equal-area grid. We 
then selected the 10% most species-rich cells for each taxonomic group using only 
those cells that had species present for the given group. Climate velocities were 
interpolated to the equal-area grid using an area-weighted average interpolation. 
We used biomes from the World Wildlife Fund Terrestrial Ecoregions51. Climate 
velocity estimates for biomes were obtained by overlaying climate velocity grids at 
1° resolution with biomes and extracting area-weighted climate velocity values.

Code availability. The code for calculating climate velocities is available at 
https://github.com/selvaje/YaleRep/blob/master/GEOING/sc2_temporal_slope_
observation_after_review.sh and https://github.com/selvaje/YaleRep/blob/master/
GEOING/sc3_temporal_slope_models_after_review.sh

Data availability. The climate data used in this paper and the derived global 
climate velocities are publicly available online at http://people.envsci.rutgers.edu/
bzambri/wwwfiles/climate_velocities/. Species geographic range maps are  
available at http://www.iucnredlist.org/technical-documents/spatial-data and 
http://datazone.birdlife.org
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